
 

Looking Glass Cross-chain Digital Asset Portal 

Overview 
Digital assets may exist on multiple blockchain platforms. Moving assets between blockchains 
is accomplished by removing an asset from a source blockchain, and creating it on a target 
blockchain. 

Solution 
Looking Glass is a cross-chain portal that facilitates fast, reliable, secure movement of digital 
assets between blockchain platforms. It moves ERC20/BEP20, ERC721, and ER1155 assets 
bidirectionally between public blockchains, including Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain. The 
following diagram illustrates a sample asset transfer flow. 

 

The asset transfer works as follows: 

1. Transfer: the asset owner sends the ERC20/BEP20, ERC721, or ERC1155 asset to a 
well known Looking Glass address. 

2. Event triggered: Looking Glass is monitoring the events on the address, and uses the 
Transfer event as its queue to initiate a cross-chain asset transfer. 

3. Sign: the appropriate burn and mint transactions are signed by an enterprise wallet. 
4. Lock/Burn: the asset is locked or burned (removed) from the source blockchain. 
5. Unlock/Mint: the asset is unlocked or minted (created) on the destination blockchain. 
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Features 
● Solid foundation. Looking Glass is built to work with leading blockchain platforms 

(Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, etc.) and the MultiBaas blockchain middleware. 
Using MultiBaas simplifies complex low-level blockchain tasks. 

● Decentralized. Multiple relayers ensure that only valid transactions are passed 
between blockchains. Administrative functionality is delegated to an integrated 
multisignature wallet for further security. 

● Batching transactions for efficiency. Transactions can be flexibly batched on both 
sides. For example, a set of NFT transfers from Ethereum on the source side could be 
minted as a single ERC1155 transaction on the target side. 

● Finality. Ethereum guarantees only eventual consistency, and chain reorganizations 
are a constant reality. The number of blocks to wait is configurable on a 
per-blockchain basis. For example, wait one block on BSC, and wait six blocks on 
Ethereum. 

● Transaction fee liability. The burn and mint transactions have a transaction cost. This 
could either be covered by the operator, or payable in ETH or another asset at the 
time the transaction is made. 

● Lockup avoidance. Looking Glass is run on redundant, resilient, self-healing 
infrastructure, with automatic resynchronization. 

● Mint/burn, and lock/unlock. Some assets cannot be minted/burned at will. They may 
have a fixed supply, or be unique. In that case, the contract will lock the asset in 
custody on the source chain, and unlock the asset on the target chain. Minting on the 
target chain can either be done by Looking Glass, or by the asset creator. 
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